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Summary and Review of Howard Gardner (2008) 

Five Minds for the Future 

Chapter 2: Disciplined Mind in Brief 

(p.27) 

Gardner quoted “signature pedagogy” of Lee Shulman (p.29), in medical, business, law and design 

schools. He proposed four steps: 

(1) Identify topics/ concepts of a discipline (p.32) 

(2) Spend years on it 

(3) Plurality of approaches/ entry point 
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(4) “Performance of Understanding” for students 

(5) My View: 

R: Gardner shows his breadth and integration in quoting physics (forces, p.22), biology 

(evolution, p.23), law (p.23) and business (personnel, p.24). Below is Gardner’s summary of 

what the history of education is about – mastery of traditional / sacred text: 

 

This is a reasonable but simplistic view. My further reconceptualization comes to the following: 

(i) The sacred texts serve the purpose of preserving tradition and justifying authority of the 

status quo. 

(ii) Objectively, it is a selective tool to establish/ identify a “knowledge” elite, who can 

handle symbols, concepts “knowledge”, rituals and who support the ruling class. 

(iii) But it also identifies intellectually capable people; some of them display creativity (eg. 

the Chinese scholars in writing poems and prose, men of letters), some further develop 

a tradition (朱熹、陸九淵、黃陽明), and some challenge the tradition in times of social 

upheavals (清初四⼤家，⺠初知識份⼦，如章太炎、蔡元培、陳獨秀、胡適). 

 

 


